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Abstract-Rapidly escalating energy and

cooling

costs of

or that use space-efficient improvement methods such as data

storage systems have become a concern for data centers. In

compression or data de-duplication. In contrast with previous

response, a multitude of energy saving approaches that take

energy saving approaches, our paper focuses on enabling

into account storage-device-level input/output (110) behaviors
has been proposed. The trouble is that critical applications

dynamic storage energy savings while applications are running.

are in constant operation at data centers, and the conventional

The storage energy saving methods that have been pro

approaches do not produce sufficient energy savings. It may

posed to date include the one reported in [6], which has a

be possible to dramatically reduce storage energy consumption

massive arrays of inactive disks (MAID) function that stops

without degrading application performance levels by utilizing
application level 110 behaviors. However, such behaviors differ
from one application to another, and it would be too expensive to
tailor methods to individual applications. We propose a universal
storage energy management framework

for runtime storage

energy savings that can be applied to any type of application. The

HDD rotation when no I/Os are issued to the HDDs [7]. In
order to take advantage of disk power control functions, some
methods extend idle period durations by controlling the I/O
intervals in the storage devices [8], while others extend idle
periods by replacing data amongst the disks [9]-[11].

results of evaluations show that the use of this framework results
in substantive energy savings compared with the traditional

III.

approaches.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Data centers have various applications in continuous oper
I.

ation, and the I/O behaviors of those applications, such as file

INTRODUCTION

The amount of digital data produced by human beings
is increasing every day. According to a recent International
Data Corporation (IDC) report [1], the amount of information
created and stored digitally will exceed 40,000 exabytes by
2020. This Big Data must be managed and used in conjunction
with data-intensive applications such as sensor data archives,

search engines, and Web services. Furthermore, since all this
data must be properly stored, the capacity of storage systems
will increase as well. It has been predicted [2] that data storage
capacities in 2017 will need to be 6.5 times as large as those
available in 2011.
II.

servers, OLTPs, decision support systems (DSSs), and Web
commerce, differ considerably. For example, the Transaction
Processing Performance Council-C (TPC-C) [12] benchmark
issues random I/Os to master data tables, while TPC-H [13],
a typical benchmark for DSS applications, primarily issues
sequential read orders to large transaction tables.
Traditional energy saving methods are typically imple
mented inside storage devices, which means their energy
saving abilities can only be determined from their storage
level I/O behaviors. There is also the possibility that energy
saving methods based on such behaviors could degrade the
performance of applications since storage devices have no
ability to detect or determine application runtime behaviors.

MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The energy consumption of information technology (IT)

IV.

equipment at data centers is growing on a daily basis [3], and a

SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL IDEAS

recent report [4] states that storage system energy consumption

Critical data center applications cannot be stopped once

rates, as a portion of all IT equipment, will increase even

they have entered service. This means a runtime storage energy

further in the near future because the amount of digital data

saving method is important. Furthermore, it is difficult to

requiring storage will continue to inflate. For example, the

reduce the energy consumption of storage devices that are

paper [5] reports that the power required to handle data storage

accessed frequently from applications such as OLTP or those

in large online transaction processing systems (OLTPs) and

related to Web commerce.

other data-intensive applications accounts for more than 70%
of the total power consumption of IT equipment. Therefore,
it is clear that storage system energy consumption has to be
reduced at large data centers.

With this in mind, we propose a universal storage en
ergy management framework that utilizes application-level I/O
behaviors for reducing the energy consumption of storage
devices while ensuring that critical applications can continue

There are numerous energy saving approaches that use

normal operations. Specifically, by utilizing application-level

energy-efficient storage devices, such as large-capacity hard

I/O behaviors, we can introduce a middleware layer monitoring

disks (HDDs), 2.5 inch HDDs, or solid state disks (SSDs),

function that works in cooperation with a monitoring function
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energy consumption for the file server by 25.8 percent, for

Storage energy management flow
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conventional approaches. Our framework decreased the HDD

Storage Energy Management framework

System Configuration

TPC-W by 66.5 percent respectively with little performance

I

degradation.

Select appropriate runtime energy

I

I

I

management functions
•

These two results show that our framework enables signif

Data placement

•

Buffer based energy saving

·

Storage device power control

Apply selected runtime energy
management functions

icant reductions in storage device energy consumption at the
expense of only a minor application performance degradation.

I

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a universal framework for

Universal Storage Energy Management Framework.

reducing storage device energy consumption while critical
applications are running. We introduced a logical I/O pattern

at the storage-device level. Here, we introduce a logical 110

in order to easily handle a variety of application types, and

and can analyze the applications' 110 behaviors in a uniform

way. Furthermore, we measured the I/O behaviors and energy

pattern that can easily handle a variety of application types
way. By monitoring both application- and storage-device-Ievel

analyzed the 110 behaviors of each application in a uniform
consumption of multiple HDDs and an enterprise storage

I/O behaviors, we can utilize a buffer in a different layer, such

system with applications such as a file server, OLTP, DSS, and

as an application or a storage device, in a uniform way.

Web commerce. We then compared the method based on our

Figure 1 shows an overview of our framework. The left
part of the figure shows the system configuration of a database
server, or file server, that we suppose. The right part shows the
functions and storage-device energy management flow. As can
be seen in the figure, our framework has monitoring functions
for both application and storage device levels, along with an
energy management function that contains a data placement
function, a buffer-based energy saving function, and a storage
device power control function.

framework with those of conventional PDC and DDR storage
energy saving methods. For all applications, we found that the
energy savings of our method were equal to or greater than
those of PDC and DDR. Additionally, application performance
levels when using our method did not degrade significantly
in comparison with devices without energy saving functions.
The results of our evaluations show that our universal storage
energy saving framework can make significant contributions to
data center energy conservation efforts.
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